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sinopsis.

la mirada
del director.

Fragmentos de un sábado de invierno. Los hermanos
Vittenzein están solos en su casa familiar. Mateo pasa a
buscar a Bruno y Camilo para llevarlos a la casa de campo
donde los espera su madre.
Una frenada intempestiva los encuentra en la intimidad de
un descampado.

Soy tan feliz

Un dolor errático es un dolor crónico que va de una parte a otra
sin tener asiento fijo, que se siente aleatoriamente ya en una, ya
en otra parte del cuerpo.
Me gusta pensar que los pocos minutos de “Soy Tan Feliz” están
compuestos por fragmentos erráticos de un sábado de invierno
entre adolescentes. Pedazos de tiempo, que se sienten elegidos
al azar, que no componen una línea narrativa estructurada, pero
revelan momentos de introspección, estados emocionales en
pequeños detalles, vínculos, deseos y claro, dolores profundos.
Busco que la luz se encienda y se apague constantemente. Que
lo que lleguemos a ver sean sólo porciones de algo mucho más
amplio. Algo que sólo se puede intuir, asumiendo el riesgo de una
narrativa impredecible que por momentos puede sentirse a la deriva, de un devenir zigzagueante y sí, errático, en donde lo único
que predomina es un conflicto intimo que se conecta con las
raíces de mis propios conflictos. Sin cierres ni giros conclusivos.
Sólo fragmentos.
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la mirada
de otro.
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Article by
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Associate Professor at New York University’s Tisch School of the Arts.

Review
“Soy Tan Feliz”:
Haircuts and the
Cut of Love.

The film Soy Tan Feliz by Vladimir Duran is a beautiful, visually compelling film which presents the spectator with a simple
narrative carefully embedded in a richly layered composition
of images which are suggestive of more complex content than
the main storyline presents. This economy of images is the real
pleasure that the short film can offer: each image must signify,
however simply.
The film’s opening sequence clearly imparts to the spectator the
main subject of the film- the unvoiced desire of one male teenager
for another. But the story is told in a manner that gives us the
feeling of pure cinema. The distinctive use of images is what
draws us into the film, and into a story whose scope expands
surprisingly as we watch it.
The literal narrative is minimal; the full story, one of
deep human emotion, is told through Duran’s system of images.
The carefully orchestrated use of mirrors and windows, the extreme juxtapostion of frame sizes, the reversing of negative and
positive screen space from one side of the frame to the other
in scene sequences, and the portrayal of apparently mundane
activities among the film’s five ambiguously related characters.
These activities can finally be recognized as activities which
echo the main action of the film (which will be discussed below).
The motif of liquid is present in each section, and is used to chart
the arc of events. Lastly, what is secretly compelling is Duran’s
development of the dynamics of desire through a system of characters observing each other, a system of looks and observation.
The main story concerns the desire that one young man
(Bruno) has towards another young man who he knows (Mateo).
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There are three main sections in the film. The first occurs in a
hair salon (a “unisex” place; a mixed gender space), the second at
Bruno’s home (a place of ambiguity in the relationships and activities of the characters), and the third in a roadside field (a wide
open space of “play”, confusion, and (mis)interpretation).
In the beginning Bruno watches Mateo get a haircut at
the salon; a military style “buzzcut”. The film opens with several
shots of Bruno. He is first shown through an opaque haze of light,
then in a series of sharper short shots with a documentary feel.
In these shots our first liquid motif appears; a deliberate over
discussion of hair gel. Bruno’s admiration is initially unclarified
and ambiguous as we see the haircut, because Bruno is timid. But
the story here is told visually, using a system of mirrors and windows. The two males are framed mostly apart, and when they are
framed together it is their reflections we see, but reflected in separate mirrors: together yet apart. This is one of two haircut scenes
which is central to the mediation of desire presented to us. Bruno
is ejected from the salon by the narcissistic Mateo when Bruno
lights a cigarette. He continues to watch from outside through a
window pane, a glass barrier between the two, featuring photos of
desireable hairstyles that we suppose clients want to “look like”;
the salon is a site of the universal desire- the desire to be wantedand the method, by imitating the standard styles in the photos.
Bruno’s look says everything about his state of mind: his stare
says he wants, but a certain timid blankness reflects his inertia, like
the hazy light which enshrouds him in the film’s beginning.
When we get to Bruno’s house a surprise third participant enters this chain of desire. The scene opens with Camilo,
a blonde boy (about 10 yeas old), who is watching TV. He has a
serious, perplexed look which he wears through most of the film.
In a wider shot we see he and Bruno are in a house together. He
turns and gives Bruno, in the foreground, a long, serious look.
Then he continues watching TV. Bruno is at the computer. He
finishes (loses?) his game, and incidentally it is only now the title

appears, roughly 3:30 into the film: Soy Tan Feliz. Camilo’s look
at his brother defines an interplay in the second section, which
manifests itself in the third section at the field where the only
characters are Bruno, Mateo and the observing Camilo.
The second section at Bruno’s house is quite wonderful, giving us both a clear course of action by Bruno and scenes
which playfully echo his action, while building up a certain tension through their randomness and variations in frame size and
focal length. After being shown Eduardo’s tattoo (like a “prisoner”) by Andrea, Bruno goes up to the bathroom. Mateo arrives at
the pool. Bruno sees everyone at poolside through another closed
window, where both he and the audience have a clear view. They
are still separated by a class barrier. The water motif reappears
throughout this scene. Bruno washing at the sink. The others at
the poolside, playing. In opposition to the gel, which “fixes” thing
(hair) in place, the water in this section seems to suggest fluidity
and playfulness. The others dunk their hair in the pool, Bruno
showers, as a prelude to his transformative, decisive act: he cuts
his own hair, by himself, all alone. This is intercut with short moments of the games and hanging around of the other four characters. Camilo is framed with Mateo in most of these scenes, often
happily, including the last shot of the section where they are lying
down together.
These images give us a “home movie”- slice of life feeling.
The shots and scenes are not causally connected, but rather float
in quiet juxtaposition against each other. The presence of water
underscores this. We are subtly presented with a scheme of parallel action, Andrea painting her toenails, people making funny faces
or gestures, the young boys doing a tap dance together, intercut
with the lackadaisical Bruno ponderously giving himself a sloppy
buzzcut, which further demonstrates both his admiration of and
desire for Mateo. But it is a lonely haircut.
If we consider the haircuts as efforts to adorn the self, or
to mark the self, all the other characters follow this course of ac-
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tion, echoing Bruno’s haircut, except one: Bruno’s brother Camilo
(about 10). The girl (his sister Andrea) painted her toenails, and
another young boy (Eduardo, also about 10) is tattooed, like in
jail. Camilo is playful, but still observant.
The next and climactic scene in the film returns us to the
motif of glass, mirrors and windows as an important motif. When
the two boys and Camilo are in the car we see them from the position of the windshield, through the windshield. The three males
are united in this space.
Water is again introduced, but its valence has changed. Camilo
gives Bruno an open bottle of water which spills on Bruno. Mateo
knocks even more water on him. Bruno punches Mateo.
Suddenly Mateo stops the car and he and Bruno run out, with an
air of urgency disconcerting to Camilo. They wrestle in a roadside
field. They leave Camilo alone and confused. In fact the scenes
of Camilo walking along the highway are alarming, and create
an alternate tension to what is happening on the grass, where
Bruno and Mateo are now together; no mirrors, no glass barriers.
Bruno and Mateo enter into a confused mixture of roughhousing
and foreplay, and Bruno is now quite aggressive; Mateo resistant.
Without his hair Bruno too becomes brusque.
Meanwhile Camilo studies a roadside altar with a statue
of the virgin protected by glass when we hear the sound of a
cellphone ringing. In the car answers it. We learn his mother is
calling. Why is she calling now? This is a point of great interest
as it brings on the ending of the film. Camilo calls Bruno to come.
Bruno has been trying to become intimate with Mateo, but Mateo
stops their encounter and leaves Bruno lying on the grass, and
the story ends. After Camilo answered the phone, no one attends
the phonecall.
Why a call from mother? Adults have been absent from the
film so far. Mother as absence? What functions does the call serve?
Perhaps it is part of a humorous juxtaposition of the Virgin with the

homoerotic tussle playing out in the field, interrupted by a mother’s
intervention? Mother as authority figure: “playtime” is over for the
boys? Mother in response to taboo; to some kind of incestuousness? Mother as omniscience? Mother as a source of comfort for
Camilo as she ends the confused behavior he observes, or perhaps
that he feels, but cannot process? If we have tuned into Camilo’s
presence throughout the film, to his appearance and his reactions,
we may ask ourselves to what extent he is placed alongside Bruno
at the center of the film’s portrayal of desiring.
The opening shots of the film’s first two sections clue
us about isolation, confusion and desire as related to both Bruno
and Camilo. The flow of images and the act of spectatorship (the
watching by characters of others within the film) suggests a
triangle of mediated desires. Bruno watches Mateo. Bruno copies
Mateo, perhaps hoping to signify that they are alike; that they are
or should be one. Mateo, when watching at all, stares at himself
narcissistically in the salon mirror (or wants Bruno to get his permission for haircuts). Camilo watches them both. If we dignify all
of Duran’s images, the rest is a poetry of ambiguity. We are left
without the closure the traditional narrative film dictates to us. In
this way the beauty of the film masks the uncertainty of events,
of the state of the relationships between the main characters,
and of what resonances the interactions between Bruno and
Mateo have for Camilo. In a way the film seems to be as much
about Camilo’s spectatorship and his perplexed responses, as it
is about the two older boys.
For this viewer the film offers a nexus of moments
and emotions are ambiguously rich. Something in the film may
touch the spectator; who may not be sure what exactly it is.
That is the beauty of the storytelling aesthetics Vladimir Duran
uses in Soy Tan Feliz. The images signify poetically, through
their beauty, their structure, the openness of their signification, and their discreetness.
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Soy tan feliz

biografía
director.
Vladimir Durán nació en Bogotá, Colombia.
Estudió Antropología en la Universidad de Montréal, Dirección
Cinematográfica en la Universidad del Cine de Buenos Aires y
Actuación y Dirección de Actores con Marketa Kimbrell, Nora
Moseinco y Claudio Tolcachir. Paralelamente se desempeña como
director publicitario con representación en varios países de
America y Europa, obteniendo premios en los más importantes
festivales de publicidad.
_
Su cortometraje « Soy tan Feliz » fue seleccionado en Competencia Oficial en el Festival de Cannes 2011 y fue premiado a Mejor
Cortometraje en el 13vo Festival de Cine Independiente de Buenos
Aires/ BAFICI 2011.
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